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Eurasia Rail Has Been Rescheduled! 

The rescheduled dates have been announced for the International Rolling Stock, Infrastructure, 

and Logistics Exhibition (Eurasia Rail), which is the only exhibition in Eurasia and one of the largest 

exhibitions in the world in the rail industry. The exhibition, which was postponed due to the 

earthquakes, has been rescheduled to take place at Istanbul Expo Center from June 21 to 23, 2023. 

The rescheduled dates have been announced for Eurasia Rail, which was originally scheduled to be 

held by ICA Events in March and was postponed due to the earthquakes that hit our country. Eurasia 

Rail will once again bring together the rail industry from June 21 to 23, 2023. Having been feeling the 

pulse of the industry and enabling existing relations and new partnerships in Eurasia since 2011, the 

exhibition will bring together the world’s leading railway authorities. Eurasia Rail, the largest 

exhibition in the railway and light rail industry in Türkiye, hosted hundreds of exhibitors and 7,697 

visitors in 2021. The exhibition will continue to pursue its mission of being the meeting point of the 

industry on its 10th anniversary. 

Kemal Ülgen, Chair of the Board of Directors of ICA Türkiye, started his speech by offering his 

condolences to the loved ones of those who lost their lives in the earthquakes that hit Türkiye, and 

sending his wishes for a speedy recovery to those injured. He said, “We postponed our exhibition due 

to the earthquakes that hit our country. As a result of meetings and coordination with Turkish and 

foreign industry representatives, exhibitors, and relevant institutions and organizations, we have 

rescheduled our exhibition for June 21 to 23, 2023.” 

Türkiye’s Activities in the Rail Industry Will Be Discussed at Eurasia Rail 

Eurasia Rail will bring together the key players in the local rail industry at Istanbul Expo Center. The 

exhibition will host industry experts, who will deliver speeches at conferences focused on the latest 

developments in rail transport, the challenges in the industry, and potential solutions to these 

challenges. As part of the event program to be run simultaneously with the exhibition this year, Eurasia 

Rail will feature sessions on industry collaborations, business partnerships, international agreements, 

next-generation transportation systems and technologies, success stories, and marketing strategies. 
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